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DUSTING OFF
THE RUST

CAROLINE KOLL



Be honest—how long has it been since 
you’ve done some serious flying? 

• A month or two? 
• Last summer? 
• A year ago?



What do the 
regulations say?



61.03.7   (1)  The holder of a PPL(A) shall undergo a revalidation check within 
12 months from the date of initial issue and thereafter within a period of 24 
months 

91.02.4   (1)  A pilot shall not act as PIC of an aircraft, or second-in-command 
(SIC) of an aircraft required to be crewed by more than one pilot, carrying 
passengers by day, unless such pilot has personally, within the 90 days 
immediately preceding the flight, carried out either by day or by night at least 
three take-offs and three landings in the same class or, if a type rating is 
required, type or variant of aeroplane, and in the case of a helicopter three 
circuits including three take-offs and three landings in the same type of 
helicopter as that in which such flight is to be undertaken...



Regulations
A couple of hours of training 
every two years may satisfy the 
regulations, but do you satisfy 
your own standards of 
excellence?



Rather than accept your deteriorated state, take some 
steps to brush up on ALL your piloting skills when you 
go back into the air after a layoff.



1. Airspeed Control



• Poor management of the aircraft’s energy can be 
deadly.

• Revise the principal operational airspeeds for your 
aircraft.

• Pay attention to limiting speeds such as maximum 
flap and gear extension.



REMEMBER!
• Pitch changes will result in speed changes.
• Trim is used to maintain a desired speed at a 

particular power setting.
• When pitch or power changes, re-adjust trim.



2. Emergencies



• Revise memory emergency procedures for your aircraft.
• ‘Touch’ practice at least one emergency from the POH 

before every flight.



• Rejected Take Off brief (RTO).
- Before rotation
- After rotation with   sufficient / insufficient runway

• Plan EFATO beforehand.



• Brief passengers / crew on:
- Looking out
- Emergencies
- Go around

Panicked 
passengers 
can increase 
pilot stress!



Manoeuvres to brush up on:
• Stalls – In various configurations.
• Precautionary landings.
• Engine fire, smoke in the cockpit.
• Lost procedure and calling for help.
• Diversions (without the GPS!).
• Engine failure after take-off.
• Radio failure procedure.
• Gliding from different heights.
• Crosswind landings / go-around.



More practice means more conditioning for unusual 
situations, which means being safer, when, and if, the time 
comes.



3. Airports



Airspace



Airspace
Class Airspace Type Flight Rules Service Provided 

A Controlled IFR All Aircraft  ATC 

Separation 

C Controlled IFR + VFR All Aircraft ATC 

IFR - IFR Separation 

IFR - VFR Separation 

VFR - IFR Separation 

VFR - VFR Traffic Info 

D* Controlled IFR + VFR All Aircraft ATC 

IFR – IFR Separation 

IFR – VFR Traffic Info 

VFR – VFR Traffic Info 

F Uncontrolled IFR + VFR IFR  Advisory  

All Aircraft Traffic Info 

G Uncontrolled IFR + VFR All Aircraft Traffic Info 

 

All aircraft, regardless of which 
service will be provided, MUST 
request permission to enter 
controlled airspace at least 10 
minutes prior to entering.

Entry may not take place until 
clearance has been received from 
the controller.



Airspace
Study the airspace you are entering:



Airport Markings & Signals
What do these markings and signals mean?

A B C



Traffic Pattern
Study the traffic pattern for your departure, destination 
and alternates:



Radio Procedures
When in doubt, remember the 
4 W’s:
• Who am I speaking to?
• Who am I?
• Where am I?
• What do I want to do?



4. Weather



Review VFR MET Minima:



Cloud Base:
Cloud base = (max temp – dew point) x 410



Wind Direction & Speed
• At unmanned airports careful observation, and interpretation

of the windsock is essential.
• Pay attention to a windsock that is not holding a steady 

direction or speed!



METAR / TAF:
Pay special attention to:

• Temperature / Dew point – The closer they are, fog & 
cloud are likely to form.

• Pressure – Decreasing pressure could indicate 
convective activity.

• BCMG – An expected permanent change in conditions.
• TEMPO – Temporary change lasting less than 1hr



5. Aeronautical decision 
making



Many accidents include at least one of the following:
• Attempting to squeeze too much utility out of the aircraft.
• Pushing the limits of pilot skill.
• Trying to have too much fun: buzzing, improper aerobatics.



Good Decision Making
• Most good aeronautical decisions are made on the ground.
• Once in the air, enter a continuous decision making cycle.



Good Decision Making
• Anticipate – What could go wrong?
• Recognise – Pay attention and recognise a problem early.
• Act – Evaluate your options and choose one:
 Continue, keeping a close eye on the problem.
 Continue the flight, but divert from the plan.
 Get the aircraft on the ground.
• Evaluate - Are you getting the desired results?



Want to brush up your skills?
5% discount #rustypilot

Contact: 
Caroline +27849615511
Shamir +27647566356
info@jhbflying.co.za
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Spring Flying - Dust off the rust!





Prepping Your Plane for Spring Flying

“As one of the coldest winters on record slowly 
thaws away, we are reminded that it’s time to 
prep our planes for the  spring/summer flying 

season!” 



Prepping Your Plane for Spring Flying

As any pilot worth his or her wings knows,
preparing a plane after a period of inactivity is one
of the most important times to conduct a
thorough maintenance checklist
and pre-flight.

Seek technical advice and assistance!



Pre-flight Inspection



Spring Flying - Dust off the rust!





Understanding how is as important as 
actually doing it

The key to a good pre-flight is understanding 
what you are checking and why you are 
checking it. 

You must know what is normal & abnormal, 
what is airworthy and what is not



Review your aircraft’s maintenance history:
• Paperwork in order? 
• Repairs and preventative maintenance
• Repairs that have been put on hold
Now is the time to do them! 



Change the oil and check the fuel system:

Important to do a spring oil change and fuel system check

• Remove the fuel filter, clean and replace
• Check that the fuel cocks are open and master switches are back on.



 Check the battery and other electrical components

 Inspect tire pressure and wear

 Wings, fins, propeller and landing gear

 Is there any structural damage



 Show it some TLC by a proper wash



Inadequate prefight's result from either 
insufficient training or complacency

I.e: Removal of locking and safety devices 



“Slow is smooth,
and smooth is fast!”





 Fuel balance
 Tyre condition
 Propeller Check

Capt. Karl Jensen:
Pre-flight: 
Is your flight thoroughly planned for 
whatever the mission might be?



I could almost hear the pilot thinking:
"The aileron moved, so it 

must be rigged correctly." 



The Big Decision:

Is the aircraft safe and legal to 
fly right now?

"Go/No-Go decision".



In conclusion

• “Aviation is intolerant of Mediocrity”  - Eric Fisher

• The pre-flight inspection is your best opportunity to 
catch a potentially fatal issue before your flight 

• Always aspire to be a professional AVIATOR 
in all aspects of operations!



Resilience!Any more suggestions?

Any Questions?



Santjie White
ICAO SAR EXPERT



SPRING FLYING –
DUST OFF THE 
RUST

EMERGENCY –
WHEN TO ASK FOR 
HELP AND WHERE 
TO GET IT!



Loss of radio 
contact! 



Unable to  
follow the 
correct track or 
maintaining the 
correct flight 
levels!



Not in normal 
communication!



Unable to use 
appropriate 
navigation aids!



Experiencing 
navigational 
difficulties!



Experiencing 
hazardous 
weather 
conditions. 



Experiencing impaired 
operating 
efficiency/technical 
difficulties, but not to 
the extent that the 
flight cannot be 
completed.  



DO NOT WAIT – MAKE THAT CALL TO ATC AND 
SQUAWK!!!!



FLY SAFE, STAY SAFE AND IF YOU NEED 
A GUARDIAN ANGEL – PHONE ME, I 
WILL FLY WITH YOU!!!!

Santjiew@outlook.com
+27 63 239 2151



Q&A

Spring Flying: 
Dust off the Rust!
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